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AbstractPrevious research investigating both the knowledge of early childhood educators and the support for vocabulary development present in early childhood settings has indicated that both educator knowledge and enacted practice are less than optimal, which has grave implications for children’s early vocabulary learning and later reading achievement. Further, the nature of the relationship between educators’ knowledge 
and practice is unclear, making it difficult to discern the best path towards improved knowledge, practice, and children’s vocabulary outcomes. The purpose of the present study was to add to the existing literature by using stimulated recall interviews and a grounded approach to examine how 10 preschool educators used their knowledge to 
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made decisions about their moment-to-moment instruction in support of children’s vocabulary development. Results indicate that educators were thinking in highly 
context-specific ways about their goals and strategies for supporting vocabulary learning, taking into account important knowledge of their instructional history with children and of the children themselves to inform their decision making in the moment. In addition, they reported thinking about research-based goals and strategies for 
supporting vocabulary learning that went beyond simply defining words for children. Implications for research and professional development are discussed. 
Keywords:  language, teaching, vocabulary 
1.  INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW There is general consensus regarding the critical role that vocabulary knowledge plays in children’s long-term academic success (E. Hoff, 2013; National Early Literacy Panel, 2008; National Reading Panel, 2000; 
Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998). Specifically, we know that early vocabu-lary knowledge is a strong predictor of later reading comprehension (Beck & McKeown, 2007; Cunningham & Stanovich, 1997; M. Senechal, Ouelette, & Rodney, 2006; Quinn, Wagner, Petscher, & Lopez, 2015). Yet we know that there are substantial differences in vocabulary size be-tween children beginning as early as 18 months of age (Fernald, March-man, & Weisleder, 2013) and that these early differences tend to widen overtime (E. Hoff, 2006; J. Huttenlocher, Waterfall, Vasilyeva, Vevea, & Hedges, 2010). In order to address these large and early gaps, it is incumbent on early childhood educators to provide early childhood experiences that develop children’s vocabulary in order to support later reading achieve-ment and school success. Indeed, there is evidence that educators work-ing in early childhood settings have the potential to support and increase children’s vocabulary development (e.g., Biemiller & Boote, 2006; Cabell, Justice, McGinty, DeCoster, & Forston, 2015; Marulis & Neuman, 2010; Mol, Bus, & De Jong, 2009; National Early Literacy Panel, 2008; Weiland & Yoshikawa, 2013). Given the promise of early childhood education for supporting children’s vocabulary development, many researchers have turned to understanding these contexts in order to improve children’s 
outcomes. One important finding from this work is that early childhood settings are providing less than optimal support for vocabulary devel-opment (Dwyer & Harbaugh, 2018; Pelatti, Piasta, Justice, & O’Connell, 2014; Wright & Neuman, 2014). 
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To address this issue, researchers have tried to understand educator-level characteristics and practices that contribute to children’s vocabu-lary acquisition, focusing on what early childhood educators know about supporting vocabulary development and what they do in their enacted practice. However, missing from this body of literature is investigation into a critical linking step—how educators are taking what they know and using it to make decisions that result in enacted practice. This pro-cess that Shulman (1987) has termed pedagogical reasoning, is essen-tial in the act of teaching; yet to date, it has been infrequently studied in the context of early childhood educators’ vocabulary instruction. Thus, this paper seeks to address this gap by investigating early childhood educators’ pedagogical reasoning about supporting vocabulary during practice. By understanding this process, we can learn more about cur-rent practices such that they can be enhanced to improve vocabulary in-struction and impact long-term reading outcomes. 
1.1. Literature review To understand how to best improve vocabulary instruction in early child-hood education, researchers have tried to measure what educators vis-ibly do to support vocabulary in their language interactions with chil-dren, what educators know about teaching vocabulary, and how both of these are associated with child vocabulary outcomes. From these, we have learned a great deal about vocabulary instruction in early child-hood settings. However, there are several limitations to these approaches that prevent a more nuanced understanding of vocabulary instruction. 
1.1.1. Measuring vocabulary instruction A wide variety of contexts, instructional moves, and educator behav-iors have been shown to support children’s vocabulary development. Some of these strategies include labelling (Pan, Rowe, Singer, & Snow, 2005), use of gestures (B.A. Wasik, Bond, & Hindman, 2006; R. Silver-man & Crandell, 2010), hearing and using vocabulary in multiple con-texts (Coyne, McCoach, Loftus, Zipoli, & Kapp, 2009; Stahl & Fairbanks, 1986; B.A. Wasik et al., 2006), asking children to produce the phonologi-cal representation of a word (Beck & McKeown, 2007; Biemiller & Boote, 2006; Rosenthal & Ehri, 2008; M. Senechal, 1997; M. Senechal, Thomas, 
& Monker, 1995), and defining words for children (B.A. Wasik, Hindman, & Snell, 2016; Beck & McKeown, 2007; Brett, Rothlein, & Hurley, 1996; 
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Elley, 1989; Hadley, Dickinson, Hirsh-Pasek, Golinkoff, & Nesbitt, 2016; Penno, Wilkinson, & Moore, 2002; Pressley, Disney, & Anderson, 2007; R. Silverman & Crandell, 2010). Although there are many instructional strategies that have been em-pirically shown to foster vocabulary development, researchers seeking to study or measure vocabulary instruction have generally focused on one instructional move from the list above—explicit provision of word 
meanings or definitions (e.g., Landry, Swank, Anthony, & Assel, 2011; Pelatti et al., 2014; Wright & Neuman, 2014). This may be in part due to a body of research suggesting that providing children with explicit def-initions of words (most often studied in the context of interactive read alouds) has demonstrable effects on children’s vocabulary knowledge (e.g., Collins, 2010; B.A. Wasik et al., 2016; Gonzalez et al., 2010). This fo-
cus may also result from findings suggesting that explicit instruction is 
necessary in order to influence children’s vocabulary outcomes (e.g., S.B. Piasta, Connor, Fishman, & Morrison, 2009) or possibly from the chal-lenges inherent in operationalizing other types of vocabulary instruc-tional strategies for reliable documentation (Kane & Staiger, 2012). Thus, what has been measured or observed about how early childhood educa-tors are supporting vocabulary development tends to be relatively nar-
rowly focused on definitions. This may be partially contributing to the 
research findings that the observed quantity and quality of vocabulary instruction in preschool classrooms are less than optimal (Landry et al., 2011; Pelatti et al., 2014; Wright & Neuman, 2014). Thus, more efforts are needed to understand the enactment of other instructional strate-gies for supporting vocabulary. 
1.1.2. Measuring knowledge In addition to examining the quantity and quality of support for vo-cabulary occurring in early childhood classrooms, researchers have en-deavored to understand preschool educators’ knowledge about support-ing vocabulary development. Traditionally, knowledge about supporting language development has been measured through static measures that assess a variety of types of knowledge for teaching (Shulman, 1987), of-ten focusing on what Hindman and Wasik (2011) call “conceptual and procedural knowledge” (p. 353; e.g., Hindman & Wasik, 2011; Neuman & Cunningham, 2009; O’Leary, Cockburn, Powell, & Diamond, 2010; Piasta et al., 2017). These measures generally seek to understand educators’ 
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broader knowledge about supporting language and literacy in early 
childhood settings, with embedded items specific to vocabulary. Across studies that have employed such measures, early childhood educators tend to accurately answer 60–70% of items (see Cash, Cabell, Hamre, DeCoster, & Pianta, 2015; Piasta et al., 2017). The connection between measures of knowledge and children’s out-comes is not conclusive. Some researchers have demonstrated associa-tions between educators’ knowledge and their enacted language and lit-eracy practices (e.g., Hindman & Wasik, 2011; Schachter, Spear, Piasta, Justice, & Logan, 2016; Spear et al., 2018), whereas other studies have found no or minimal associations (e.g., Carlisle, Correnti, Phelps, & Zeng, 2009; Pianta et al., 2014). In addition, studies have shown variable asso-ciations between educators’ knowledge and children’s outcomes, in that knowledge only seems to predict a subset of child-level skills (Cash et al., 2015; S.B. Piasta et al., 2009). Perhaps more importantly, when research-ers have attempted to shift educators’ knowledge as a mechanism for improving children’s outcomes via improved practice, there have been limited or minimal effects on children’s language and literacy outcomes (see Markussen-Brown et al., 2017 for a comprehensive review). Thus, 
the extant body of literature does not provide the field with a clear or 
definitive understanding of the relationship between educators’ knowl-edge, their enacted practice, and children’s vocabulary outcomes. 
Despite this puzzling set of findings, there are strong theoretical rea-sons to believe that educators’ knowledge plays a key role in their en-acted practice and on children’s outcomes (B.A. Wasik & Hindman, 2011; Grossman, 1990; Shulman, 1987). One possible explanation for the dif-
ficulty in empirically demonstrating these hypothesized links may lie in 
the way the field has traditionally measured knowledge. Most research-ers depend on traditional paper and pencil measures to assess teach-ers’ knowledge about how children learn language skills (e.g., Cash et al., 2015; Hindman & Wasik, 2011; S.B. Piasta et al., 2017), which are created from researchers’ perspectives but do not take into account the other types of knowledge that are important in the work of teaching (Pi-asta et al., 2017; Shulman, 1987). Furthermore, they are removed from the immediate context in which educators work and use knowledge to make decisions about practice (Cohen, Raudenbush, & Ball, 2003; Lam-pert, 2001). Indeed, some researchers have suggested that the type of knowledge that can be accessed via static measures may not be the same 
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as the knowledge that educators are using when enacting instruction (Carlisle et al., 2009; Schachter, 2017). 
1.1.3. Knowledge in use To address the issues raised above, this study investigates a critical step in the pathway between educators’ knowledge and practice—how educators use their knowledge, both what is typically measured and other forms of knowledge educators may be using, in the moment, to make decisions about supporting word learning. We argue that by exam-ining educators’ thinking, conceptualized here as pedagogical reasoning (Shulman, 1987), during language interactions with children, we may better understand the relationship between the knowledge that they hold and what they do in the classroom. One procedure for understand-ing educators’ knowledge in use is the stimulated recall interview proce-dure. In this procedure, educators are shown recordings of their instruc-tion that serve as stimuli for facilitating recall of their in-the-moment thinking (cognitive processes) during instruction (Clark & Yinger, 1977; Shavelson & Stern, 1981). Using this procedure provides insight into the nuanced way that educators use knowledge in the moment, expanding beyond what can be measured on a paper-and-pencil survey and includ-ing additional types of information that are of importance to educators. Although it has been a long-standing procedure in K-12 research (Shavelson & Stern, 1981), the use of stimulated recall interviews (SRIs) is a relatively new procedure in early childhood research (e.g., Cher-rington & Loveridge, 2014; Dwyer & Harbaugh, 2018; Piasta et al., 2017; Schachter, 2017). The few studies using the stimulated recall interview procedure with early childhood educators have found that educators often use different language/terminology than researchers to describe the same observed practices (Dwyer & Harbaugh, 2018) and have dem-onstrated that educators often have differing priorities than research-ers’ (Schachter, 2017). To our knowledge, no research has used this method to investigate preschool educators’ knowledge in use when providing support for vo-cabulary development. By focusing on educators’ pedagogical reasoning during practice in this study, we are able to reveal how educators opera-tionalize vocabulary support or word learning—which may or may not be the same as researchers. Findings regarding educators’ knowledge in use and the ways they describe their support for vocabulary have the 
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potential to be an important starting point for educational researchers and professional development providers seeking to improve both edu-cators’ knowledge about and practice related to supporting the devel-opment of children’s vocabulary knowledge—important foundations for children’s subsequent reading achievement. 
1.1.4. Theoretical framework A phenomenological orientation (J.W. Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Mar-ton, 1981) to studying the work of teaching was employed. This allowed us to focus on how the external (observations of teaching) were con-nected to the internal (pedagogical reasoning about teaching) with a 
specific focus on vocabulary instruction thus addressing the gap in un-derstanding how knowledge is connected to practice. We also used Shul-man’s (1987) notion of pedagogical reasoning as the foundation for con-ceptualizing knowledge in use. He describes the work of teaching as the process of assimilating multiple types of knowledge to enact instruction. For the purposes of this study, we were interested in how educators en-gaged in pedagogical reasoning to bring about vocabulary instruction and the types of knowledge that they used. Although Shulman and others 
have identified a variety of types of knowledge used to inform instruc-tion (e.g., content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, pedagogical con-tent knowledge, knowledge of learners and their characteristics, etc.), we were interested in exploring educators’ perspectives on knowledge and as such were open to a variety of types of knowledge use. 
2.  PRESENT STUDY The purpose of the present study is to add to the existing literature by examining how educators made decisions about their moment-to-mo-ment instruction in support of children’s vocabulary development. We asked: “How do preschool educators report reasoning about support-ing vocabulary development during practice?” This investigation may serve as a critical starting point for researchers and professional de-velopment providers seeking to bolster preschool educators’ knowl-edge of and practice around support for vocabulary development, with the ultimate goal of improving children’s proximal and distal reading achievement. 
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3.  METHOD 
3.1. Participants Participants (n = 10) were part of a larger study of the language envi-ronment in licensed preschool settings. Educators in the larger study (n = 23) were recruited through the state Quality Rating and Improvement System (a voluntary registry for early care and education settings that offers support and opportunities for professional development). In ex-change for participation, educators were offered the opportunity to par-ticipate in a free professional development workshop after the research study for continuing education units. The participants for the current study were those who participated in SRIs (described subsequently) in addition to other study activities. All were female participants, worked in licensed early education set-
tings within 30 miles of a large northeastern city and self-identified as the lead educator in their setting. The years of experience, setting type (family day care or center-based care), area income level, age of children served, and highest level of education varied (see Table 1), whereas the sample was homogenous in self-reported race/ethnicity. Educators were assigned pseudonyms consistent with their cultural backgrounds. 
Table 1. Educator demographic characteristics 
     Median 
     Setting     household 
	 Self-identified	 	 	 type	(home	 income			 Age	range	 
Educators   race/  Years of  Education  or center level of of children  
(N	=	10)	 ethnicity	 experience		 level	 based)	 community		 in	setting	Bridget  Caucasian  11–15 years  Some college  Home  $111,714  3 months–5 years 
Danielle  Caucasian  ≥21 years  Master’s  Home  $42,270  3 months–5 years 
Deborah  Caucasian  ≥21 years  Master’s  Center  $133,179  3–5 years 
Donna  Caucasian  ≥21 years  Bachelor’s  Center  $70,591  3–5 years Erin  Caucasian  NA  NA  Home  $47,155  3 months–5 years 
Jesse  Caucasian  ≥21 years  Bachelor’s  Center  $105,889  4–5 years 
Judy  Caucasian  ≥21 years  Master’s  Center  $116,612  3–5 years 
Leah  Caucasian  ≥21 years  Associate’s  Center  $92,685  3–5 years Lisa  Caucasian  11–15 years  Master’s  Home  $131,535  3 months–5 years Luisa  Latina  4–10 years  Bachelor’s  Center  $70,591  3–5 years * Donna and Luisa worked in the same setting (different classrooms). ** Standards for classifying income levels were based on the median household income level of the city/town 
in which the setting was located. Settings classified as “low” income had a median household income level 
of less than $60,000. Setting classified as “high” income had a median income of greater than $80,000.  
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3.2. Measures 
3.2.1. Background questionnaire Educators completed a background questionnaire that included ques-tions about their gender, age, race/ethnicity, highest level of education, language background, years of experience working in early childhood settings, and ages of the children with whom they worked. 
3.2.2. Stimulated recall interview Two observations were conducted in each setting, with a mean of 49 days between observations (SD = 29 days). Two observations were conducted not to investigate change over time but rather to garner ad-ditional data to reveal patterns in educators’ pedagogical reasoning. We do not have any reason to believe that there were any systematic changes 
between the first and second observation. 
Overview 
During the observations, the researchers (the first author and an early childhood education doctoral student) videotaped 1 to 2 hr of interac-
tions between the educator and children in the setting and took field notes. Each observation was then followed by an SRI wherein the par-ticipant and the researcher co-viewed the videos of instruction, which served as a stimulus for recalling in-the-moment thinking, pedagogical reasoning, about practice without interrupting the act of teaching (Clark & Yinger, 1977; Shavelson & Stern, 1981). This procedure resulted in 19 SRIs (one educator only completed one SRI). 
Selection of stimuli Selecting clips to serve as the stimuli for the SRI was a multi-step pro-
cess. First, during the observation and recording, a researcher took field notes on the domain of interest in the larger study: provision of support for language development. For the larger study, we focused on interactions in which the educator engaged in behaviors or moves that elicited lan-guage from her students (e.g., responding contingently to a child’s utter-ance, asking an open-ended question, etc.), modelled the use of language for students (e.g., by extending children’s utterances, using sophisticated vocabulary, etc.), and/or provided support for learning individual vocab-ulary words (e.g., labelling, providing information about word meaning, 
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etc.). Thus, including support for vocabulary development was a subdo-main of interest in the broader study. 
When the observation and field notes were completed, the entire re-cording of practice was uploaded to a laptop computer. Because the re-searcher could not conduct and SRI on the entire 90–120-min video, 
field notes on the domain and subdomains of interest were used to se-lect a 20-min video segment of small-group activities in which the ed-ucator provided the most dense support for language development to 
view during the SRI. Next, field notes were again consulted, this time to 
use criterion-based sampling to identify four to six specific language in-teractions with children within the selected 20-min clip, or “instances,” that would be stopping points to use as stimuli during the SRI. The cri-teria used to identify these stopping points corresponded to the subdo-mains of interest described previously. 
SRI	procedure	Following the selection of stimuli, the educator and the researcher co-viewed the entire 20-min video segment. The video was stopped at 
each of the four to six researcher-identified instances, at which point the researcher used one or more of a series of open-ended questions or prompts designed to elicit information about the educator’s in-the-mo-ment decision making, including: “What were you thinking about there?”; “Tell me about why you said that”; or “Tell me about your thought pro-cess here.” In addition to the criterion-based sampling that focused on the researchers domains of interest, we also used participant-initiated sampling (Schachter & Freeman, 2015), wherein we encouraged educa-tors to stop the video any time during the viewing of the 20-min video segment to comment on moments of practice that were important to them. To preserve memory of internal cognition (Lyle, 2003), the researcher and the educator co-viewed the 20-min segment together as soon as pos-sible after the observation. For 18 of the 19 interviews, the SRI was con-ducted the same day as the video observation, generally within an hour of the observation. One interview was conducted the following day due 
to technological difficulties, but within the timeframe recommended by Schachter and Freeman (2015). A total of 380 min (6.33 hr) of practice were co-viewed with educators across the sample. 
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Initial	data	preparation	Each SRI was video recorded and the interviews were transcribed by a professional transcription service. Once an interview was transcribed, the researcher that conducted both the SRIs used the observation video to add descriptions of the enacted practice preceding the point at which the educator or researcher stopped the video during the SRI, also re-
ferred to as first-order data (Marton, 1981). For example, immediately preceding the transcript of the educator’s pedagogical reasoning about 
a researcher-selected clip, the researcher added the following first-order data to provide context: “The educator is sitting on the ground playing with the children. The children are writing with crayons and markers. One of the very young children is making an ‘Eeh, eeh’ noise when try-ing to open a marker and the educator leans over and says to the child ‘You need help? Help me’ as she helps the child with what she wanted.” 
Immediately following that first-order data is the transcribed SRI inter-action between the educator and the researcher: 
○ Researcher: “Okay, so-so tell me what you were thinking.” 
○ Educator: “Um, so help, help me is a real common um, word or phrase I try to teach the kids because they often need help. And instead of whining or fussing it’s a way for them to get their needs met. Um, and I can kinda tell she wanted help by she was signal-ing to me. So I try to model the words so then next time she might be able to say help.” 
There were a total of 166 instances of first-order and interview (second order) data of educators’ pedagogical reasoning. 
3.3. Analysis 
3.3.1. Further data preparation Data for this study were culled from the larger corpus of SRI data to address our present research question regarding educators’ pedagogi-cal reasoning about teaching words. To identify instances where the ed-ucator talked about supporting vocabulary development, both authors read through all 166 instances of pedagogical reasoning to identify po-tential instances where educators were explicitly describing supporting 
vocabulary or word learning. Specifically, we selected instances in which 
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the educator explicitly talked about her thought process related to chil-dren’s word learning. All instances were double coded for inclusion, with disagreements settled through discussion between the authors. In total, 54 instances of an educator describing support for vocabulary learning were found. These constitute the current dataset. 
3.3.2. Data analysis We used a grounded approach to explore the data and develop an emerging theory regarding educators’ pedagogical reasoning about sup-porting vocabulary development (Corbin, Strauss, & Strauss, 2014), with each researcher/author reviewing the data independently to develop 
preliminary theories then meeting together to discuss initial findings. Importantly, we used a phenomenological approach (Marton, 1981)—we did not use a priori theories or ideas about supporting children’s vo-
cabulary learning or knowledge types. Rather, we focused specifically on educators’ reports of their pedagogical reasoning about teaching words/vocabulary. During these analyses, the descriptions of the instruction 
preceding educators’ pedagogical reasoning, or first-order data, were used to provide context and describe the phenomenon for which the participants provided their perspective during the SRI. For the sake of 
brevity, the first-order data are not always reported verbatim in the re-sults, but we used these data to provide the context necessary to under-stand educators’ pedagogical reasoning. After discussing the emerging 
theory, we returned to the data to confirm, disconfirm, and elaborate patterns related to our theory (J.W. Creswell, 2007). In generating our theory, we found that educators were considering two main ideas in their pedagogical reasoning about teaching words/vocabulary. These were reasoning about words to teach and strategies for teaching words to young children. As part of this pedagogical rea-soning, several sources or types of knowledge were used by educators. 
Specifically, we found that educators used knowledge of the curricular context, knowledge of the individual children in their classroom, and 
knowledge of general word-related needs (see Tables 2 & 3 for defini-tions and examples). In their reasoning about instructional strategies, educators used knowledge of instructional strategies for teaching young children. As our purpose was to describe the breadth of educators’ ped-agogical reasoning, we did not code for frequency of the occurrence of these ideas across participant; however, we do note which subcodes were rarer in educators’ reports. 
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Reported purpose 
Knowledge of previously taught words—reviewing 
Knowledge of previously taught words—assessing 
Knowledge of words children in the setting are unlikely to know 
Example of educators’ pedagogical reasoning and the 
preceding context 
Context: The educator has taken a video of baby birds that are in a nest that is right outside of their classroom and is talking to them about how you can see the babies breathing. The says “Remember when we did the stethoscopes? What were we listening for?” A child said “Our heart.” And she said “Yeah, what made your heart beat faster?” A child said “The stethoscope” and the educator says “What made your heart beat faster? Remember when we ran? When we ran down there and ran back? When we were breathing faster, our heartbeat was going faster. The birds are breathing, watch. See, they are taking breaths (mimics breathing).” A child says “Can I do it?” and she says “Yeah, take a breath. Your belly. Yeah, see what happens? What happens to Timmy’s belly when he is breathing?” Deborah: “..You know, just to bring back home again the things that we talk about one week just does not get in a basket and tucked away. We bring it back out and make it relevant to whatever we have that’s coming.” 
Context: The educator was sitting on the floor reading a book about dinosaurs to children. She read a page that said “Velociraptor’s name means ‘speedy thief’.” She then said “Speedy is another word for fast and thief is someone who steals things. What is he stealing here?” A child said “Eggs” and she continued reading a page that said “This dinosaur also stole eggs from other dinosaurs to eat.” A child said “We learned about that” and she said “We did, that’s why his name was egg catcher.” Judy: “...And that showed up in a couple of different books 
(last week). Um, and then defining just different areas in that, what it means to be a herd, and—speedy. Fast. Thief, someone who steals something. And then, um, building comprehension by asking, ‘What do—what does he steal?’ to make sure that … to see … that was just a check-in. It was more for him, for Andrew too, because of the ELL.” 
Context: The educator is eating breakfast with the children and passing out croissants. She asks, “What are these?” A child responds, “Breads” and she replies, “They’re French breads called croissants.” Donna: “I think that’s important that they are labeling their food. Cause, I mean, it might be unfamiliar to some children. You know? And they are. They’re a croissant, and a croissant is a French bread, so that might not be something that they eat a lot of, so at least it’s giving them the vocabulary words.” 
Definition
Educator reports selecting words to review child/children’s knowledge of words based on her knowledge of words that have been previously taught or words that are related to an upcoming topic 
Educator reports selecting words to assess child/children’s knowledge of words based on her knowledge of words that have been previously taught or words that are related to an upcoming topic 
Educator reports selecting words based on them likely being unknown to children 
Table 2. Educators’ reported purposes and knowledge used for selection of vocabulary
Selecting words based on knowledge of the curricular context
Selecting words based on knowledge of specific children 
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Reported purposeKnowledge of background and age of different children in the setting 
Knowledge of specific child characteristics of children in the setting that are related to vocabulary learning 
Knowledge of what words that would be high utility and transferrable across contexts 
DefinitionEducator reports selecting words based on the different background and age of children in her setting 
Educator reports selecting words based 
on specific child characteristics related to vocabulary learning, including 
English language proficiency, children’s native language background, children’s vocabulary size, and past language issues 
Educator reports selecting words that would be useful and applicable outside of the early childhood setting 
Example of educators’ pedagogical reasoning and the 
preceding context Context: The educator is doing puzzles with several 
children on the floor. She is talking with children about the different puzzle pieces (monkey, seal, rhinoceros). One child labels a puzzle piece “A monkey” and the other child says “Some people call them gorillas.” The educator proceeds to talk about the difference between monkeys and gorillas. Lisa: “Um, I knew that she, Paula, probably had a broader, um, vocabulary and I needed to continue to engage her. When she said monkey, I knew she was capable of 
defining orangutan, probably gorilla, and something broader than that … Um, but it was interesting that when Sera engaged in that same direct activity, I turned 
it one way and Paula identified all three [seal, monkey, rhinoceros] successfully. Turned it the other way and 
Sera had a lotta diffi—uh, more difficulty.” 
Context: The educator is sitting on the rug reading a book to two children and she reads “Lilly is a bison, a baby bison, and they are called calves.” She says “So it’s just like a cow, it’s a calf.” Leah: “Maria, who’s the other one on my left. She’s—calf meant nothing to her, I’m sure …. She’s just like out there—like she’s not ready to sit and hear and learn yet. She’s just not there. Uh, she’s only been in the country for a few months.” 
Context: The educator is serving children lunch. She is moving around the kitchen getting them different lunch items. Three of the children are at a small table and there is one baby sitting in a high chair. The baby says “Eh!” The educator says “Eh! How about instead of that you say, ‘More?’” Danielle: “I feel as if I make the mistake when I go ‘Eh’ after she does it, because, you know, mimicking it, or copying it is just gonna reinforce her to do it again. But then, I kind of corrected myself right away and said, ‘Hey, let us do ‘more’ instead.’ ‘Mmmm.’ When she whines, it is a ‘Mmmm’.” 
Table 2. Educators’ reported purposes and knowledge used for selection of vocabulary (continued)
Selecting words based on knowledge of general language needs 
*All names have been changed.  
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Reported strategy 
Providing support for vocabulary that is contingent to children’s immediate language, interests, and activities 
Modelling 
Table 3. Educators’ reported use of instructional strategies for supporting vocabulary development 
Example of educators’ pedagogical reasoning and 
the preceding context
Context: The educator is playing on the floor with children with various toys. One girl is playing with eggs that break into half that can be put back together by matching the colors and the shapes on the inside of the eggs. The educator works with the child to match the halves of the eggs. She holds up one half of an egg and says “Which one goes with this one? Can 
you find a match?” The girl says “It’s really hard. The educator says “Look in those pieces. Which one goes with this one?” as she spreads out the various egg halves. The girl holds up the matching egg with a blue triangle inside. The educator says “Blue what?” The child says “Blue!” The educator says “What shape?” and the girl says “It’s triangle!” The educator says “Blue triangle! Yay! You did it!” 
Bridget: “Anything I can find and grab that I can see that they are playing with that will teach them something. 
I definitely focus more on opportunistically than 
pulling stuff out, and um, I find that they actually—they respond better versus if I pull something out and force them to—okay, you are gonna learn this now—It does not seem to work, uh, cuz they—they are so young, and they just—you know, they—their minds are constantly going, going, going, going, going, so whenever I can see that opportunity, I snag it, and it really does not interrupt her play, and she does not really know that she’s learning, but yet she’s learning something along the way.” 
Context: The educator is sitting on the floor playing with blocks with some of the children. One of the toddlers went over to begin playing in the pretend kitchen. The child is trying to open the play refrigerator and is having trouble and says “Eeh.” The educator says “Are you going to cook some food Leah*?” and the child says “Ye.” The educator says “Yes? You need this open?” and opens the refrigerator for the child. Erin: “Um, so it—back to kind of like when um, I was kind of anticipating what she wanted and giving her the words. Um, like when I asked her if she wanted to open it and she shook her head yes. I said, “Oh, you said yes.” 
Definition 
Educator reports supporting vocabulary development within the context of children’s immediate comments or focus of interest 
Educator reports teaching vocabulary by showing child/children how to use words in context 
General pedagogical strategies 
Vocabulary instructional strategies
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Reported strategy Exposure 
Labelling 
Asking children to say the word 
Giving examples related to children’s lives 
Example of educators’ pedagogical reasoning and the 
preceding context Context: The educator is interacting with two children as they play with blocks. One child says “It does not explode.” “Oh volcanoes? Oh, they erupt, right, he said we were going to make one but we have not made one, they erupt, they (gestures exploding) and all the lava comes out.” Leah: “I’m just using different words. Unfamiliar words. Just giving them different language, different words.” 
Context: The educator is sitting on the floor playing with children. One child has built a three-legged structure out of magnet blocks. The educator says, “Nice tripod! Well, it’s a quadripod, cause it has four legs. See her 
[the researcher’s] camera sits on a tripod? It has three legs. Yours has four legs, so it’s a quadripod.” The child removes one of the legs and the educator says, “Now it’s a tripod.” Danielle: “I’m trying not to, you know, discourage what he’s doing. But, um, to also give it a name—but, in order for him to know what a quadrupod is, I had to show him a typical thing is a tripod.” Context: The educator is sitting on the rug and reading to two children and says “He0s called a Wed-Red-Wed-a Red-winged Blackbird. That’s hard to say. Can you say ‘red-winged’?” The child says “Red-winged” and the educator says “Better than I did, Red-winged Blackbird.” Leah: “I just wanted to hear, like I was thinking, is it me or 
could somebody else say it [Red-winged Blackbird] right? I just wanted to hear if she could get the red-winged out. Like, and I know … it’s-it’s a hard thing to say. And just because it was a different type of bird.” 
Context: The educator is talking with a few children and calls over to another child, saying “Serena, I was going to share with Petra and Sera, we are talking a lot about animals. You have Uncle Rich. Where does Uncle Rich work? What does Uncle Rich do? He works at the …?” The child says “Park.” The educator says “At the park? He works at a zzzz …” The children say “Zoo!” at the same time as the educator says “Zoo!” The educator says “Uncle Rich works with animals, he is a zookeeper!” Lisa: “Again, it was just that Serena had been in and out of the room. Um, even though she wasn’t present at the moment, I also knew that she had been in and out recently enough to know that we had been really talking about animals and then to tie into her piece to see if she could share more information. Is that her-her uncle is a zookeeper. And, um, you know, it’s again sharing that 
relatedness about [my] knowing that [she has an] Uncle Rick.” 
Definition Educator reports supporting vocabulary learning through exposing child/children to words 
Educator reports teaching vocabulary by labelling objects or concepts for child/children 
Educator reports teaching vocabulary by having child/children produce a word 
Educator reports teaching vocabulary through making connections and giving examples from child/children’s lives. 
Table 3. Educators’ reported use of instructional strategies for supporting vocabulary development (cont.)
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Reported strategy Providing information about word meaning 
Defining 
Table 3. Educators’ reported use of instructional strategies for supporting vocabulary development (cont.)
Example of educators’ pedagogical reasoning and the 
preceding contextContext: The educator is doing puzzles with several children 
on the floor. She is talking with children about the different puzzle pieces. The children are naming the different animals. One child says “And a monkey” and the other child says “Some people call them gorillas.” The educator says “Um, you are right. You’re right. The thing is, this one to me looks like a monkey. I do not know what it is, but this creature, this animal, has a very long tail and likes to climb trees. When I think of gorillas, they are massive. They are two times the size of your daddy. They are double Mike’s! Double daddies! At least double daddies. And monkeys can be still tiny, and they climb probably faster. Gorillas can still climb, but gorillas are massive. They are gigantic. Lisa: “And I knew that for that puzzle we could take a vocabulary moment and expand upon just the word monkey so that she was hearing something different.” 
Context: The educator was sitting on the floor reading a book about dinosaurs to children and read a page that said “Scientists think that these dinosaurs traveled in groups.” She then said “Do you remember from our other book what we called it, well a book we read last week, when dinosaurs traveled in groups? They were like elephants. They traveled in h-h … .herds. Do you remember that from last week? The travel in herds. That’s a group. So it would be all velociraptors.” Judy: “Oh, and that was a big, um, making a connection to last week. We were talking about herds, um, and I related to elephants, modern-day animals, that travel in groups of all the same kind of animal. Um, also for Carlos because he wasn’t here last week. And that showed up in a couple of 
different books. Um, and then defining just different areas in that, what it means to be a herd.” 
Definition Educator reports teaching vocabulary by providing information or language connected to the word for child/children—separate from 
providing the definition
Educator reports teaching vocabulary 
by providing definitions to child/children 
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4.  RESULTS Educators’ pedagogical reasoning about teaching words/vocabulary was complex, including multiple sources of knowledge to inform their vo-cabulary instruction. As described previously, these centered around selecting words and instructional strategies. During analyses, we ob-served that these two ideas were often connected in educators’ peda-
gogical reasoning; specifically, the instructional strategies often seemed to be connected to educators’ purposes/goals for teaching words. How-ever, these each were informed by unique sources of knowledge that con-tributed to educators reasoning and educators did not always include both in their reasoning. As such, in the next sections, we describe each of these strains, as well as the individual types of knowledge that supported them. In the instructional strategies section, we address the intercon-nectedness of word selection and instructional strategies for educators. 
4.1. Purposes/Goals 
When reporting their in-the-moment thinking specific to supporting vocabulary development, educators often discussed how they selected words to target—or their purpose or goals for teaching words. In pick-ing the words they would provide support for learning around, educa-
tors used knowledge of curricular context, knowledge of specific chil-dren, and knowledge of general language needs of the children in their setting (examples are included below; see Table 2 for additional exam-ples). Importantly, educators’ complex purposes/goals for supporting vocabulary development seemed to be driven by their immediate con-texts, including content of their previous or current instruction, the chil-dren in their classroom, or both. 
4.1.1. Selecting words based on knowledge of the curricular context One common purpose for selecting words that educators discussed was to revisit vocabulary words that had been previously addressed within the classroom. They were drawing on their knowledge of pre-vious content, instruction, and interactions (curriculum) children had experienced to inform their current interactions focusing on reviewing or assessing children’s knowledge of these words. Evident in educators’ pedagogical reasoning around selecting words was how their focus on 
specific words connected to their specific and immediate educational 
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context, either because the word/s had been previously taught or were 
related to new topics of investigation. In one example that exemplified selecting words for review, children in Luisa’s classroom had been study-ing plants for the past few weeks. During a center time, children were en-gaged in various activities in the classroom, including play at a sensory 
table filled with potting soil, pots, and gardening tools, planting seeds in individual pots, and writing at a writing table. Luisa sat with one child 
and drew a flower and labelled the parts of the flower as she went, say-
ing “I am going to draw a flower… I’m doing a lot of flowers… I’m mak-
ing my favorite flower. Look at the roots.” During the SRI, she explained her pedagogical reasoning by saying “…since this week we’re talking all 
about like flowers and how they grow. … [I wanted to] make sure they don’t forget the-they have the roots and stuff.” Thus, her goal or purpose was to review information about parts of the plant and that is how she selected words to target. 
In other examples, educators specifically stated that their goal of se-lecting a word was to assess children’s knowledge of words such as when Deborah stated, “I’m kinda paying attention to who’s using words we’ve talked about,” or Judy stated, “That was just a check-in.” In these in-stances, educators’ goals/purposes were to connect back to previously 
taught, context-specific words and assess children’s knowledge of those words, thus drawing from their knowledge of the curricular context. 
4.1.2. Selecting words based on knowledge of specific children Educators also frequently reported purposes for their word selec-
tion that were based on the knowledge of specific children. Educators reported using knowledge about a particular child or group of children to inform their interactions. This included knowledge about words that were likely unknown to the children in their setting, knowledge about background and age differences between children in their setting, and 
knowledge about specific child characteristics germane to vocabulary learning. An example of a teacher using her knowledge of words that are likely unknown to children to select words for instruction occurred in Danielle’s setting when a child was playing with a toy microphone stand. Danielle said “It’s collapsible. What does that mean, collapsible? It comes apart. Or folds up.” When asked about her thinking during this interac-tion, she said “Just trying to introduce words that maybe they don’t know or have not heard before.” Thus, using knowledge about words, her chil-dren were unlikely to know to inform her pedagogical reasoning. 
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In a different example, Donna, a center-based preschool educator, used knowledge about background differences between children in her setting to inform her pedagogical reasoning about selecting words. Dur-ing a lunchtime conversation, she was talking with children about pigs, including information about the sound that pigs make (“oink”), the name of a baby pig (“piglet”), and the information that pigs like to roll in the mud to keep cool. When explaining her pedagogical reasoning about in-struction, she said 
…	So	if	you	do	something	to	like	show	them	the	pig	and	roll	in	the	
mud…what you are teachin’ the higher level children. The lower 
level are learning at the same time along with the name and the 
sound	…	Cuz	they	are—their	age	and	their—emotional	develop-
ment,	they	are	able	to	handle	that.	They	just	have	not	been	ex-
posed	to	that.	Do	you	know	what	I	mean?	So	it’s	not	that	they	are	
not	capable	of	knowing	a	piglet—they	are	not	capable	of	know-
ing	it	rolls	in	the	mud-	they	are.	They—they	are	no	more	exposed	
to that then they are the name and the sound of it. You know—
it’s	just	that	the	older	ones	that	already	know	the	name	and	the	
sound,	they	are	being	exposed	to	something	more.	Here, she is giving deep information about the word pig and providing multifaceted information that is based on her knowledge of the range of children’s backgrounds and age. Other examples of educators using knowledge about the children in their setting occurred when educators used knowledge about various child characteristics related to vocabulary development, including gen-
eral English language proficiency (e.g. “They are all English learners,” Luisa), children’s native language background (e.g., one educator de-
scribed how the child’s native language did not include indefinite arti-cles, so she purposely modelled those for the child during a play-based language interaction, Judy), children’s vocabulary size (e.g., “She does not have a whole lot of language. She is just now starting to use a whole lot of her words” when describing why she was labelling a fork for the child during lunch, Donna), and past language issues (e.g., one educator, 
when talking about why she asked a child to say a specific vocabulary word, said “And I was kind of interested in her is because with her lan-
guage, where it had been difficult and we had asked for speech for her last year,” Leah). Each of these various sources of information about the 
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child’s language background appeared to inform their pedagogical rea-soning regarding which children to target for vocabulary support and what vocabulary words to teach—their goals and purposes for teach-ing about words. 
4.1.3. Knowledge of language needs more generally Educators also reported selecting words using knowledge of what words would be useful beyond their educational context. For example, several educators described wanting to provide vocabulary learning that would be high utility and transferrable for the children—that would be useful, functional, and productive words in myriad contexts. For exam-ple, when interacting with a young child playing with toy food and hold-ing a plastic onion, Erin reported her goal in focusing on the word onion was, “so she knows what she’s playing with which will hopefully con-nect to real life.” Other examples included one educator helping a young child learn the word “help” and another educator teach a child “more”—words that they reported as those that would assist the children in get-ting their needs met both within and outside of the educational con-text. Interestingly, high-utility, transferrable vocabulary learning was discussed most frequently by family day care educators when interact-ing with babies or toddlers. 
4.2. Instructional strategies 
4.2.1. General pedagogical strategies One very common approach educators reported using to supporting children’s vocabulary development occurred in the context of a global and general pedagogical strategy often found in early childhood set-
tings—contingent responsivity. Specifically, many educators reported providing support for vocabulary development by capitalizing on what children were talking about or doing—they were taking advantage of what children were talking about, their interests in the moment, and their immediate activities to support children’s acquisition of vocabu-lary that was related to those utterances, interests, and activities. This often co-occurred in educators’ pedagogical reasoning about instruc-
tional strategies specifically focused on vocabulary learning. For exam-ple, Judy says about a language interaction she has with a child where she repeated what the child said and added a preposition: “Um, so just I-I try to expand on what he says to build in vocabulary for him and to 
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build in.” Although this type of contingent responsivity is, by its very nature, extemporaneous, there was some evidence that educators were intentional in this approach. For example, Deborah talked about an ex-change where she was putting sunscreen on a child and talking about body parts like muscles, elbows, and shoulders and a child shrugged—at which point she focused on the meaning of the word “shrug.” She said about this exchange 
“We	had	a	staff	meeting	last	night.	I	had	it	with	the	preschool	
classroom,	uh,	about	sort	of	just	taking	advantage	of	unplanned	
moments	to	talk	about	something	that	was	not	at	all	in	the	plan	
and	to	have	a	moment	to	sort	of	extend	the	vocabulary	again	in	
a—in a meaningful way that makes sense to them and some-
thing	that	they	kind	of	have	a	little	bit	of	background	knowl-
edge	already	about.”	
4.2.2. Instructional strategies for supporting vocabulary In addition to reporting knowledge of general pedagogical ap-proaches, educators reported knowledge of a variety of instructional 
strategies specifically for teaching about words in their pedagogical rea-soning. We provide examples of each strategy below (see Table 3 for ad-ditional examples of each instructional strategy). As mentioned previ-ously, the strategy that educators described in their thinking was often interconnected with their goals for selecting words. This idea is illus-trated next in an exemplar excerpt from Erin. 
○ Observed instruction: A child approached her with a stethoscope and she said, “Hi Doctor. Do I need a checkup? How’s my breath-ing?” As the child listened to her heart she says “How does my breathing sound doctor? Do I sound good? How is my heart rate?” and she breathes deeply. 
○ Pedagogical reasoning: “I saw he was—you know um, was with the stethoscope and coming over to me, so I kind of was labeling—like he was pretending to be a doctor. You know, they use that to check the breath and the heart. So even though he wasn’t verbally tell-ing me stuff, I was kind of reading his actions and having vocabu-lary to go along with it.” 
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Here, we see Erin’s purpose for teaching the word—building on the child’s interest in the moment using her knowledge of the curricular con-text—and thus her instructional strategy of labelling not only the object but actions and ideas that would go along with how a child might com-monly encounter a stethoscope while being contingent to his play initi-ation and following his lead. Importantly, Erin reports an intentionality in this moment in the way in which she supported vocabulary develop-ment and this seems to be more authentic to the instructional context, labelling as a means of engaging in and extending play, then perhaps other instructional strategies. For example, it may not have made sense for Erin to interrupt the child’s play initiation by stopping to provide a 
definition of the word stethoscope. Next, we will describe the instructional strategies educators reported knowing and how this knowledge was connected with their pedagogical reasoning around word selection. It is important to note that there was not a clear pattern in how educators reasoned about selecting words 
was connected with strategies; rather, these were very context specific and thus shifted as educators understood the immediate instructional moment. 
Modelling Educators at times described how they would model the use of spe-
cific vocabulary words as an instructional strategy. For example, when talking to child who was assembling the body of a toy person with body parts, Judy said, “Oh you found a leg, was it under you?” When report-ing about this interaction, she stated “Well there I modeled a—an attri-bute—or a preposition. That it was under.” This instructional strategy was also used by the educators who chose to teach high-utility words like “help” and “more” when they modelled the use of the words in con-texts where they were appropriate such that children could see the cor-rect and successful use of the terms. For example, Erin was supporting children as they wrote with crayons and markers. One child, about 18 months old, was saying “Eeh, eeh!” while trying to open a marker. Erin said “You need help? ‘Help me’” as she helps the child open the marker. When asked about this interaction, Erin said “Um, so help, help me is a real common um, word or phrase I try to teach the kids because they often need help. And instead of whining or fussing it’s a way for them to get their needs met. Um, and I can kinda tell she wanted help by she 
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was signaling to me. So I try to model the words so then next time she might be able to say ‘help’.” 
Exposure	Another instructional strategy that educators reported using to sup-port vocabulary development was exposure to rich language. For exam-ple, Deborah said, “We’ll just say it and hope that they eventually catch on.” Relatedly, commenting on a language interaction she had related to an ocean puzzle with her mixed-age group of an 11-month-old and several three- and four-year-olds, Lisa said “You know, even Sara was in that mix. She retreated. But even at, you know, she’s 11 months of age, she’s hearing things. And that exposure and that language stimulation 
at any level is beneficial.” However, these instances were less frequent across participants. 
Labelling	Educators also reported labelling items for children as an instruc-tional strategy, such as when Donna passed croissants around to the chil-dren at breakfast. She asked the children “What are these?” One child said, “Breads,” to which Donna replied, “They’re French breads called croissants.” In reporting her thinking during instruction, Donna said, “You know, they are aware of what they are doing and eating. I think that is important that they are labelling their food.” Here again, her pur-pose is based on knowledge of context—in that she is building on the immediate instructional moment and her instructional strategy of la-belling is connected to the nature of the interaction—a conversation as children are eating breakfast. Another example was when Leah was 
sitting on the floor reading a book about animals with a small group of children. She was pointing to and discussing different animals in the book with children. When she came to a picture of a duck she said “Ev-erybody, you know this one.” A child says “Duck,” to which the educator responds “A duck. That’s a mallard, a duck.” When reporting on this in-teraction, Leah said “Just give them what kind of duck it was. You know, the word mallard. And we have talked about different types of duck and we have this whole big thing, because there was Canadian geese one 
day that came and landed at the far end of the field. And they’re all go-ing, ‘Ducks! Ducks!’ And we, you know, talked about those are Canadian geese. We looked them up. We showed them what a mal—duck was and 
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the kind they usually see would be a mallard.” As with the previous in-teraction, Leah’s instruction was context driven—and in this case, her 
decision making was influenced by an in-the-moment opportunity to provide a label for something children had previous experience with. 
Asking	children	to	say	the	word	In addition to instructional strategies that are more receptive in na-ture, such as modelling and labelling, educators also reported asking 
children to say specific vocabulary words. Bridget talked about this in 
regards to reading a dinosaur book on the floor with a small group of children. After reading the sentence, “Paula Parasaurolophus has a crest upon his head,” she turned to Jayden and asked, “Can you say Parasau-rolophus?” When describing her thinking, Bridget stated, 
Sometimes	I	just—I	mean,	when	it’s	a	tough	word,	I	say,	‘I	just	
would	like	to	see’—you	know,	‘cuz	Carter’s	most	advanced	in	his	
vocabulary.	I	just	wanted	to	see	if	he	could	actually	get	a	long	
word	like	that	that’s	kind	of	mixed	up,	um,	properly,	and	I	was	
actually	kinda	surprised.	I’m	like,	‘Oh,	all	right.	Good	job’.	I’ll	do	
that	sometimes	with,	um,	all	of	them	…but	I	did	not	wanna	go	
through	everybody	‘cause	I	know	how	tough	that	word	is,	and	I	
did	not	want	anybody	else	to	feel	bad	that	they	could	not	say	it.	
So,	I	just	threw	that	out	to	Jayden.	Here, her implicit goal/purpose was to assess children’s knowledge and understanding, and she did this by having a child produce what she 
deemed to be a difficult word. Bridget was also using her contextual knowledge to select a child who she believed to be capable of produc-ing the word. It is important to note that educators appeared to use this 
strategy with words that they deemed difficult to pronounce rather than as an overarching strategy for supporting the learning of all vocabu-lary words. This was a somewhat less frequently reported strategy by educators. 
Giving	examples	related	to	children’s	lives	Educators also supported children’s word learning by giving them examples related to their life experiences. For example, when reading a book about a magical kingdom to a small group of children, Lisa read 
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a sentence including the word “cavern” and she paused to ask the chil-dren “What is a cavern?” When it was clear children did not know, she said, “In the book We’re	Going	on	a	Bear	Hunt, the bear is in a cavern. So what’s another word for a cavern? The bear was inside of the..?” When 
children responded, “Cave,” she confirmed, “Cave, or cavern.” In discuss-ing her thinking in this moment, Lisa said, “We’re	Going	on	a	Bear	Hunt, that should be quite familiar with these kids. And, stepping off, if they didn’t know what a cavern was, I was trying to bring in the piece that they would be familiar with.” Here again, the educator’s goal was to tai-lor instruction to children and this was achieved by building examples that she knew were familiar to children and relevant to their lives. Inter-estingly, here, the connection between educators’ understanding of the context and instructional strategy is visible to observers as she explic-itly makes the connection between the new word and children’s previ-ous experiences. However, this was not always the case in previous ex-amples such as the opening vignette about the stethoscope. 
Providing	information	about	word	meaning	Another approach that educators used was to provide information about word meanings. These provisions of additional information tended 
to be different from and go beyond a simple definition, as in the example presented about the stethoscope. In a different example, children in Jes-se’s setting were observing and interacting with a series of animal skulls and jawbones. One child held up a skull with long sharp teeth and asked the educator “Is this a carnivore?” Jesse responded by providing informa-tion about attributes of carnivores, including that they have long tusks or teeth in the front that are for ripping and explicitly stating that animals that have those teeth are carnivores. In addition, she provides informa-tion about herbivores as a comparison point—she adds that herbivores do not tend to have long sharp teeth, as they do not need to rip plants apart. Jesse sits with this child for several minutes as he examines sev-eral other skulls and she asks him several times to look at the teeth to make a guess about what type of animal it was. When asked about this interaction, she said “I just wanna give him as much information as pos-sible about what a carn—how to distinguish a carnivore. How to distin-guish a carnivore from other kinds of animals, and basically, it’s through the ripping teeth that we tend to distinguish because they bite and they rip, so… Every time we discuss animals, those things come up. What do 
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they eat? How do we know what that’s what they eat? There’s not many ways for you to tell other than the mouth and the ripping.” In this exam-ple, Jesse provided information about carnivores that extended beyond 
the straightforward definition “Carnivores eat meat.” 
Defining	
Educators rarely discussed defining words as a strategy for teach-ing children vocabulary. They more often they talked about the other strategies outlined in the previous paragraphs. There were, however, a 
few instances where educators reported defining words as an instruc-tional strategy in their thinking. For example, Donna stated, “I try to put 
words—the definition to it, in words that they could understand.” It is important to note that there were several instances where an ed-
ucator was observed defining a word for children in the first-order data, 
but the educator did not report defining words as her instructional strat-egy or in her reasoning about selecting words. For example, Danielle is talking to a child who found a book said “I have been looking for this my whole life!” Danielle says “I think you are exaggerating.” The child says “Really?” The educator says “Do you know what that means? Exaggerat-ing? It means, say you guys are talking so much and I say I have a head-ache the size of a truck (gestures big with her hands). Could my head be the size of a truck?” The child says “No.” The educator says “No, that’s an exaggeration. I make it sound a lot bigger than it really is” When the researcher stopped the video and asked her about her thought process during this interaction, she did not report thinking of provision of that 
definition—rather she discussed making a connection to the child’s life and giving the child a word to describe something the child often does 
(exaggerate). In another example, Deborah was observed defining the word “thorough” for a child during breakfast, saying the following to a child putting cream cheese on a bagel: “Gabriella, you are being very thorough. Thorough means that you are doing a good job covering the 
whole thing.” In her reported reasoning, she identified a variety of pur-poses for teaching about words such as connecting back to previously 
taught words and stated, “I don’t feel like I need to define. Like, they might have a grasp or I might just remind them.” 
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5.  DISCUSSION Educators in our study were reasoning about vocabulary instruction in complex ways, considering both what words to select as well as instruc-tional strategies for teaching about words. Importantly, by using an inno-vative approach to studying–teaching, we were able to see that teachers used multiple types of knowledge to inform their support for vocabu-lary. These included knowledge about the curricular history, knowledge about individual children, knowledge about children more generally, and knowledge of instructional strategies. These types of knowledge have been discussed in the extant literature (e.g., Shulman, 1987); however, not all of them are accounted for in traditional measures of early child-hood educator knowledge. Furthermore, our work highlights that edu-cators were considering a variety of instructional strategies for teach-ing often not accounted for in observational measures. Thus, this work is critical in providing deeper insight early childhood educators’ prac-tice and has important implications for future research in understand-ing a critical early childhood practice with long-term impacts for reading 
outcomes. Next, we highlight our findings about knowledge use related to context, discuss educators’ knowledge of instructional strategies, and then conclude with implications for future research. 
5.1. The centrality of the context 
Our findings suggest that the early childhood educators in our sample were reasoning about how to support vocabulary development in com-plex ways. They had various purposes for selecting words to teach chil-
dren—however, having children acquire definitions of vocabulary words was rarely mentioned as a purpose. Rather, they were thinking carefully about their particular educational context and tailoring their support for vocabulary to their instructional history and children. 
5.1.1. Instructional history Educators were engaging in monitoring children’s knowledge of pre-viously taught words, by both reviewing and informally assessing chil-dren’s knowledge of those words. It appeared that few, if any, of the edu-cators gleaned those previously taught words from a formal curriculum or were prompted to review or assess those words from a educator’s 
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manual that was contextual—no educators in our sample referenced these outside sources when reporting their thought processes. Rather, 
it appears that they were holding the contextually specific information about words they had taught previously in various child-led interactions and were intentionally returning to those words to review and assess. Here, educators were using their deep knowledge of the language expe-riences that the children have had in their setting to inform their prac-tice. They were using knowledge of their context and the instructional history therein to engage in documented practices for supporting vocab-ulary such as providing multiple exposures to a word (e.g., B.A. Wasik et al., 2016) and that assessing children’s word knowledge (Graves, 2016). 
5.1.2. Children’s needs Educators also reported thinking deeply about the children with whom they were working when making decisions about how to sup-port their vocabulary learning. They reported calibrating the support they were providing for children based on key characteristics of the chil-dren in front of them—taking into account the words that may be un-known to the children, various characteristics of each learner that might affect word learning, and the different levels of vocabulary knowledge present in their population. In other words, their support for vocabulary was heavily informed by the children in their setting—a practice that is 
widely supported in the field of early childhood education (e.g., National Association for the Education of Young Children, 2009). 
5.1.3. General pedagogical practices Educators often reported situating their support for vocabulary within the activities, interests, and discussions that children had cho-sen, providing support that was semantically contingent in the context of joint attentional episodes. An extensive body of empirical research in-dicates that such exchanges are powerfully linked to vocabulary learning (e.g., Hassinger-Das, Toub, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2017; Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015; Tomasello & Farrar, 1986) and such practices are widely 
supported in the field of early childhood education (Bowman, Dono-van, & Burns, 2001; National Association for the Education of Young Children, 2009). 
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5.1.4. Synthesizing contextually based knowledge Findings suggest that the support for vocabulary development that early childhood educators were providing for children was principally informed by their unique educational context—by the pedagogical his-tory of their setting, the language-related characteristics of their chil-dren, and the immediate language, interests, and activities of the chil-dren. As outlined in previous paragraphs, each of these practices is 
supported by both the field of early childhood education writ large and a solid body of research. Importantly, no educator explicitly referenced 
research or formal knowledge of these practices, similar to findings in prior work (Piasta et al., 2017)—it is unclear how or where they ac-quired this knowledge. However, it is reasonable to assume that educa-tors were drawing from a substantial body of knowledge as they engaged in support for vocabulary—a knowledge base perhaps more substantial than has been previously been captured (Cash et al., 2015; Piasta et al., 2017). By asking educators to explicate their reasoning in the moment of instruction, we were able to observe numerous examples of how ed-ucators were enacting research-based strategies in contextually driven ways, illustrating how they were using their knowledge to inform in-the-moment practice. 
5.2. Going Beyond Defining 
Research has indicated that providing children with explicit definitions of vocabulary words is important to their word learning (e.g., Beck & McKeown, 2007; Brett et al., 1996; Elley, 1989; Penno et al., 2002; Press-ley et al., 2007; Silverman & Crandell, 2010). Perhaps partially because of this research base, observational measures of support for vocabu-lary in preschools have centered on this practice and researchers using these measures have found a dearth of support for vocabulary learning (e.g., Landry et al., 2011; Pelatti et al., 2014; Wright & Neuman, 2014). 
5.2.1. Limited focus on defining 
From one perspective, our findings would appear to add to the find-ing outlined in the previous paragraph—educators in our study rarely 
reported thinking about defining as a strategy to support word learn-
ing. On the other hand, our findings suggest that educators were rea-soning about supporting vocabulary using several other research-based 
strategies for vocabulary learning that extend beyond defining, including 
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labelling (Pan et al., 2005), modelling through use of unknown vocabu-lary (J. Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, Cymerman, & Levine, 2002), asking chil-dren to produce the phonological representation of the word (Beck & McKeown, 2007; Biemiller & Boote, 2006; Rosenthal & Ehri, 2008; M. Senechal, 1997; M. Senechal et al., 1995), and providing information about word meanings (Beck & McKeown, 2007; Biemiller & Boote, 2006; M. Senechal, 1997; M. Senechal et al., 1995; Rosenthal & Ehri, 2008). 
These findings suggest that early childhood educators may possess am-ple implicit or explicit knowledge about effective strategies for support-ing vocabulary learning that go beyond the knowledge captured by our current measures. Further, they are reasoning about their strategies for 
supporting vocabulary in a highly context-specific manner, considering their goals for reviewing and assessing previously learned vocabulary, meeting children’s needs, and contingent responsivity when making de-cisions about how to support learning. 
It should be noted that although educators rarely discussed defining words for children as a goal or an instructional strategy, as reported in our results, we anecdotally observed some examples of educators de-
fining words for children in the first-order data. In other words, there 
were times when educators were defining words for children, but this was not their focus in thinking about in-the-moment support for chil-dren’s word learning. Instead, they either focused on contextually spe-
cific knowledge or other instructional strategies beyond defining, often using the former to inform the latter. 
5.3. Implications for research 
Overall, our findings suggest that there is a more complex and nuanced relationship between the knowledge that educators hold and what they 
do with that knowledge than has been previously understood. This find-ing has implications for educational research investigating early child-hood educators’ knowledge about how to support language develop-ment. Existing measures of educators’ have been primarily of the “paper and pencil” variety, focusing on content and pedagogical content knowl-edge (Shulman, 1987). Such measures can be extensively piloted and established as valid and reliable measures of educator knowledge. In addition, they are easily administered to a large sample of educators, 
which allows researchers to generalize their findings to broad swaths of educators. However, these measures are largely divorced from the 
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unique classroom contexts of educators. They are not able to capture how educators synthesize their static knowledge about how to support vocabulary with their deep knowledge of the children in front of them and their history of interactions with those children to enact context-in-formed practice. We suggest that investigations into educators’ knowl-edge about supporting language development using paper-and-pencil measures be supplemented by SRIs, or similar procedures that connect educators’ internal thought process undergirding instruction. By add-ing SRIs or SRI-like methods to a suite of data collection methods, com-bined results will likely provide a more complex and nuanced illustra-tion of the links between knowledge that educators hold and what they do with that knowledge. Others have also asserted a greater need for this type of work in studying–teaching (e.g., Kennedy, 2016), and we believe 
our findings support this assertion. We posit that research that is primarily observing educator–child in-
teractions in early childhood classrooms for instances of defining may not be capturing the full extent of how early childhood educators are conceptualizing and enacting support for children’s vocabulary learn-
ing. The field could benefit from developing valid and reliable observa-tional measures that document instructional strategies beyond provi-
sion of definitions. We also believe that our research also has implications research into educators’ enacted practice around support for vocabulary develop-
ment. Our findings suggest that coupling expanded observational mea-sures with measures of educators’ pedagogical reasoning could be ben-
eficial. First, this approach could illuminate the ways that educators’ unique contexts inform their instructional decisions. Second, this may 
be particularly important given our finding that anecdotally observed 
instances of defining words were often not the focus of educators’ ped-agogical reasoning. Educators may be operationalizing vocabulary dif-ferently than researchers—possibly due to having differing priorities than researchers (Munby, 1982; Schachter, 2017) and may be using dif-ferent language/terminology than researchers to describe similar lan-guage practices (Dwyer & Harbaugh, 2018). Adding measures of educa-tors’ in-the-moment thinking to expanded observational protocols could inform our understanding of how educators’ operationalize and concep-tualize their in-the-moment practice, which could help bridge the gap between measures of knowledge and measures of practice. 
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5.4. Implications for professional development 
Our findings also have important implications for preservice and in-ser-vice professional development for early childhood educators. First, given the variety of strategies that early childhood educators reported using, professional development efforts for early childhood educators should recognize that at least some educators have knowledge and the ability to discuss using a range of instructional strategies to support vocabu-lary. Following adult learning theory (Knowles, 1970), professional de-velopment efforts should meet educators where they are in their cur-rent knowledge about effective practice and support them to improve in ways that build from existing expertise. Second, given the ways that 
educators in our sample used context-specific information to drive their varied supports for vocabulary development, it seems critically impor-tant that professional development include ample opportunities for edu-cators to practice applying research-based strategies for supporting vo-cabulary to their educational context. Indeed, although there is evidence suggesting that professional development typically focuses on providing 
content knowledge (Cox, Hollingsworth, & Buysse, 2015), our findings these data coupled with along with others’ recommendations for high quality professional development (e.g., Desimone, 2009; Yoon, Duncan, Lee, Scarloss, & Shapley, 2007) suggest that helping educators integrate their knowledge into their practice is critical (Piasta et al., 2017). Pro-fessional development efforts that have been less successful may need to do a better job of embedding the use of new knowledge in educators’ immediate contexts, possibly through incorporating video analysis of practice and/or coaching. 
5.5. Limitations This study has four important limitations. First, because we had a small 
sample and the data produced from the SRIs were so context specific, we 
are not able to generalize our findings to a larger sample of early child-hood educators. Additional research using SRIs on a larger sample might allow researchers to uncover general patterns of knowledge in use in dif-ferent types of contexts. Second, we did not investigate how educators’ decision making during support for vocabulary development impacts children’s vocabulary learning. More research is necessary to study the 
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nature of this relationship. Third, it is important to acknowledge the po-tential role of the researcher in shaping the type of instruction and ped-
agogical reasoning that was observed. Specifically, the presence of the researcher in the classroom may have shifted teachers’ practice. Finally, as the study was focused on language instruction and only included a re-searcher-selected clip of small-group interactions from the entire obser-vation, this may have also biased the types of data that were collected. More work using SRIs to study pedagogical reasoning about teaching words is needed. 
6.  CONCLUSION Previous research investigating both the knowledge of early childhood educators and the support for vocabulary development present in early childhood settings has indicated that both educator knowledge and en-acted practice are less than optimal for supporting children’s long-term reading related outcomes (e.g., Piasta et al., 2017; Cash et al., 2015; Landry et al., 2011; Pelatti et al., 2014; Wright & Neuman, 2014)—and that the relationship between the two is unclear (e.g., Carlisle et al., 2009; Hindman & Wasik, 2011; Pianta et al., 2014; Schachter et al., 
2016; Spear et al., 2018). Our findings suggest that to develop a richer understanding of the relationship between knowledge and practice, it is important to uncover how early childhood educators are using the knowledge they hold in their moment-to-moment decision mak-ing. Indeed, results indicate that the early childhood educators in this study were (a) reasoning in complex, varied, and highly context-spe-
cific ways about their goals and strategies for supporting vocabulary learning and (b) incorporating research-based goals and strategies 
for supporting vocabulary learning. These findings have implications for future research investigating the relationship between knowledge and practice, as well as for research around and implementation of ef-fective preservice and in-service professional development for early childhood educators. 
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